
1 - What is your total budget for the current financial year, 2010-11? What do you anticipate for the following two years? What would this mean in real terms? 

Total budget is £249m including requisitions; with next 2 years predicted go be £255m and £260m in the financial strategy. This will be reviewed once the Scottish 

Government confirm funding.  

 

2 - What is the current number of staff? Have you already reduced the headcount and, if so, by how much? Where do you see staff numbers going?   

The head count is 6500. 40 employees have left WDC voluntarily and the current plan for 2010/11 assumes that ther is likely to be around 140 voluntary leavers. 

 

 3 - Have you closed any schools - or do you currently propose to do so? If yes, please give details. Was money a factor? 

No schools closed and no current proposals to close schools.  

 

4 - Have you closed any libraries, museums or sports centres - or do you currently propose to do so? If yes, please give details. 

 No libraries or museums closed and no current proposals. However, a review of the library service is currently being undertaken. 

 

5 - Have you cut the opening hours of any significant council run facility on economic grounds - or do you currently propose to do so? If yes, please give details. 

No Council facilities opening hours have been cut. There are no plans or proposals to do so at this stage, however, this may be reviewed in the near future. 

 

6 - Have you increased the charges for any council run service by more than inflation - or do you currently propose to do so? If yes, please give details. 

Charges were reviewed over the last year and after council agreement, some changes were implemented. 

              

7 - Do you anticipate introducing charges for services which are currently free at the point of use?  

Council is reviewing all areas of income and expenditure as a result of the recent expected reduction in funding. 

 

 8 - Do you anticipate cutting either the roads maintenance budget or the winter maintenance budget?  

The roads and winter maintenance budgets have not been cut. However, this may be reviewed in the near future. 

 

9 - Do you anticipate reductions to street cleaning or bin collections?  

There are no plans to cut street cleaning or bin collections. However, this may be reviewed in the near future, 

 

10 - Are you considering turning off streetlights in the middle of the night to save energy or money?  

There are no plans or proposals to turn off streetlights. This may be reviewed in the near future. 

 

11 - Are you considering cutting or reducing staff pay incrementals?  

There are no current plans o cut or reduce pay incrementals. 

 

 


